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Abstract 

Recently, research on spin transfer torque effects in magnetic multilayers has attracted a lot 
of attention. The spin transfer torque effect can reversibly switch the magnetization of a 
magnetic layer by application of a direct current. Furthermore, a stable precession of the 
magnetization of a magnetic layer can be induced. This stable GHz precession is converted 
into a voltage oscillation through the giant magneto resistance effect. The voltage oscillations 
can be applicable in more power efficient GHz oscillators than those used in present day 
communication devices. In this project a physical understanding of the important parameters 
for inducing spin transfer torque oscillations was created by macro magnetic modeling. The 
model shows that the frequency of the oscillations can be tuned by changing the current 
and/ or the magnetic field. Experimentally a process flow was designed and optimized for 
the creation of such spin transfer torque oscillators in the form of a nano pillars containing a 
magnetic multilayer. The fabricated devices have been electrically characterized by means of 
magnetoresistance and current versus resistance measurements. These measurements show 
that functioning nano pillar structures have been created. Furthermore, current induced 
switching events show the presence of spin transfer torque in the created devices. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

While the working principle of the larger part of present day electronic devices relies on one 
single property of the electron only, its charge, a lot of research resources nowadays are dedi
cated to spintronies research. Spintronies is focussed on using the electron spin, the intrinsic 
angular momenturn of an electron, as a new method for manipulating the electron. This extra 
degree of freedom in device design may lead to new device functionalities. Since in principle 
ferromagnetism is no more than an imbalance between spin up and spin down electrous in 
the material, electron spin and magnetism are closely related. Therefore it is not surprising 
that among the most important achievements of spintronies research so far are the Giant 
Magneto Resistance (GMR)(Baibich et al. 1988, Binasch et al. 1989) and Tunneling Magneto 
Resistance (TMR) (Moodera et al. 1995). These effects are present in magnetic multilayers, 
e.g. spin valves and magnetic tunnel junctions, which are magnetic multilayers separated by 
a conductor or an insuiator respectively. The effects are a changing multilayer resistance for 
changing relative orientations of the layer magnetizations. These effects are already applied 
in important applications in present day spin-tronies such as GMR and TMR magnetic read 
heads for hard disks and Magnetic random access memories using tunnel junctions as memory 
elements. 

The focus in this project is on another discovery of spintronics, the spin transfer torque 
effect, predicted theoretically by Slonczewski (1996) and Berger (1996). Spin transfer is the 
transport of spin momenturn by an electrical current. When a spin polarized current traveling 
through a magnetic layer has a polarization that is not parallel to the magnetization of this 
layer, the current will be polarized in the direction of this magnetic moment. The electrans 
making up the current are infiuenced (action) by the magnetic layer and hence by one of 
nature's most basic laws, the state of the magnetic layer must be changed as well (reaction). 
The spin transfer torque is the torque exerted on the magnetic moment of this magnetic layer 
by the spin polarized current. As a consequence of this torque, current induced switching of 
the magnetization (Katine et al. 2000) and a uniform precession (Kiselev et al. 2003) of the 
magnetization of the magnetic layer can be induced, depending on the initial conditions. The 
spin precession effect could possibly be used in spin torque oscillators (STO), which promise 
to produce G Hz oscillations by smaller, more power efficient structures than oscillators known 
so far. 

Since in general electdeal currents are not polarized, two magnetic layers are needed to make 
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M2: Free magnetic layer 

M1: Fixed magnetic layer 

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a magnetic multilayer used to demonstrate spin transfer 
torques. 

use of the spin torque effect, see Figure 1.1. A first layer, the fixed layer (M1), polarizes the 
electrical current. The second layer, the free layer (M2), will be influenced by the polarized 
current if the polarization has a component transverse to the layers magnetization. Figure 
1.1 shows a schematic representation of such a multilayer structure. For certain ranges of 
applied field and current, the magnetization of the free layer can be put in a stabie precession 
movement. Due to the GMR effect that depends on the mutual orientation of M1 and M2 the 
resistance of the multilayer stack will continuously change with the frequency of the preces
sion, creating an oscillatory voltage change over the device. This way an oscillator is created, a 
device that directly transforms a DC current into a voltage oscillation. The spin torque effect 
is a very small effect, however, which creates the need for high current densities. The torque 
on a magnetic layer with a uniform magnetization is uniform. Furthermore, as will be shown 
in the theory Chapter, the torque per area is independent on the area for a constant current 
density. A flowing electrical current generates a magnetic field as well, the Oersted field. In 
a circular device this Oersted field is non uniform and increases linearly with the distance 
from the center, therefore sealing down devices decreases the maximum Oersted field in the 
device. Both these properties create a need for small devices to show the spin torque effect. 
The device dimensions that limit the current, the width and length of the magnetic layers in 
Figure 1.1, need to be in the order of 100 nm. Spin torque induced oscillations have been 
shown in point contact GMR structures by e.g. Rippard et al. (2004), as shown in Figure 1.2. 
Since the amplitude of the voltage oscillation is directly proportional to the related resistance 
change, it would be profitable to use the TMR effect as TMR devices show a larger MR as 
well as resistance. Point contact geometries will not be able to limit the current to a small 
area of the magnetic multilayer structure because of the high resistance of the layer stack. 
Therefore point contacts are not suitable for contacting tunnel junctions, which is why this 
projeet's goal is to create and asses a process flow for the creation of nano pillar structures 
containing magnetic multilayer structures. A calibrated process run for nanopillars built from 
spin valve multilayers would be directly transferable to the creation of tunnel junction spin 
torque oscillators. 

In this report the most important theory concerning the GMR and TMR effect as well as 
the spin transfer torque effect will be discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the results 
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Figure 1.2: (a) dV/di vs I with f.LoH = 0.1 T. (b) High frequency spectra taken at several different 

values of current through the device, corresponding to the symbols in (a). Variation of f with I (inset). 

Taken from Rippard et al. (2004) 

of our macro-magnetic spin transfer torque modeL New magnetization dynamics will be dis
cussed and the influence of important parameters will be investigated. The used experimental 
set ups and processing tools are briefly discussed in Chapter 4. The proposed process flow for 
the creation of spin transfer torque oscillators will also be given in this chapter. Results of 
processing and measurements on the devices created using this process flow are discussed in 
Chapter 5. Most of the calibration data is provided tagether with MR and IR measurements 
on the first working devices. A brief section summarizing the conclusions and an outlook for 
future research can be found in Chapter 6. Finally the possible applications and bottlenecks 
of the researched technology are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

In this chapter the Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) and the Tunneling Magneto Resistance 
(TMR) will be discussed in Section 2.1. The spin transfer torque mechanism will be handled 
in paragraph 2.2. 

2.1 Magnetoresistance 

Magnetoresistance is a term used to indicate all effects where the resistance changes in re
sponse to a change in magnetization. The first discovered magneto resistance effect is the 
Anisotropic Magneto Resistance (AMR), found by Thomson (1857). AMR occurs in bulk 
ferromagnetic materials or in single magnetic films and is the dependenee of the resistance on 
the angle ( 0) between a current ( J) and the magnetization (M) of the ferromagnetic layer. 

p(O) = pj_ +(Pil- pj_) cos2 O(H), (2.1) 

where Pil is the resistivity when J_iM and pj_ is the resistivity when JjjM. The amplitude of 
the magneto resistance effect can be described as: 

AMR(%) =Pil- pj_ * 100. 
pj_ 

(2.2) 

In much more recent research the Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) (Baibich et al. 1988, 
Binasch et al. 1989) and Tunneling Magneto Resistance (TMR) (Moodera et al. 1995) were 
discovered. GMR and TMR arise in multilayered structures, where the magnetic layers are 
separated by a thin conductor (GMR) or insuiator (TMR). The resistance for parallel aligned 
magnetizations differs from the resistance of anti-parallel aligned magnetic moments. For 
both GMR and TMR a magnetoresistance can be defined as: 

M R(%) = t::.R * 100 = RAP - Rp * 100 
R Rp ' 

(2.3) 

where Rp and RAP are the resistances in parallel and anti-parallel arrangement respectively. 

2.1.1 Giant Magneto Resistance 

GMR can be explained by spin-dependent scattering in FM materials. The spin dependent 
scattering arises from the fact that spin up and spin down bands are shifted in a ferromagnet, 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the resistor model for GMR, RA is the resistance forspin in 
the same direction as magnetization, assumed to be low, RM is the resistance for spins opposite to the 
magnetization. 

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a tunneling process of an electron, represented by its wave 
farm, through an insulating barrier. 

resulting in different scattering probabilities for spin-up and spin-down electrons. In absence 
of spin-flip scattering, the current can be split in two channels; one for spin-up and one for 
spin-down electrons. Using this model, a spin valve can be represented by a simple resistor 
network as shown in Fig 2.1. If the magnetizations are aligned parallel, spin up electrans 
are scattered weakly in both ferromagnetic layers whereas spin down electrans are scattered 
strongly in both layers. In this configuration the spin up channel meets two small resistances , 
the spin down channel two large resistances. For the antiparallel configuration however, shown 
in the bottorn part of Figure 2.1, both spin up and spin down channel have to traverse both a 
region of high and low resistance. The overall resistance in the latter case is higher resulting 
in a MR effect. 

2 .1. 2 Thnneling Magneto Resistance 

For magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) the fact that current can flow relies on the quanturn 
mechanical effect of tunneling (Figure 2.2). In quanturn mechanics the insulator in between 
the two ferromagnetic layers can be modeled as a banier. The height of the barrier depends 
on the insulating material used, its bandgap and the alignment of this gap with the bandgap 
of the near ferromagnets. Because of the wave nature of electrans in quanturn mechanics 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the spin dependent tunneling model for TMR. 

there is a fini te possibility for electrans to travel into the harrier. If the harrier is thin enough 
it is possible for an electron to tunnel through it. The conduction electrans in a ferromagnet 
are polarized (Tedrow & Meservey 1971), which is very schematically shown by the splitting 
of the bands in Figure 2.3. Assuming the tunneling process does not flip the spin, the tunnel 
magnetoresistance can be understood from the spin-dependent density of states at the fermi 
level. This spin dependent density of states implies an imbalance in spin up and spin down 
electrans at the fermi level in the ferromagnet. For parallel alignment, the ferromagnets on 
each side of the harrier have the same magnetization direction. Majority electrans on the left 
are also majority electrans on the right and electrans have enough states to tunnel to, Figure 
2.3. For antiparallel alignment however, majority electrans on the left have only few states 
to tunnel to because they are minority electrans on the right. Therefore the resistance in this 
case is higher, again resulting in a MR effect. 

2.2 Spin torque 

Sirree the simultaneous theoretical prediction of the spin torque term by Slonczewski (1996) 
and Berger (1996) there have been great experimental efforts to verify and understand its 
existence. In spin valves, when sending a current in the so called CPP (Current Perpendicular 
to Plane) mode, the current will bespin polarized by the first magnetic layer it meets. This 
spin polarized current will then create a transfer of spin angular momenturn between the 
magnetic layers which will affect the magnetic configuration of the multilayer stack. By 
this momenturn transfer, which from now on will be called spin transfer torque (STT), two 
new phenomena become possible: a steady precession of the magnetic moment of the layers 
driven by a constant current, and a novel form of current driven magnetic moment switching. 
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Besides spin valves (Katine et al. (2000), Kiselev et al. (2003) and Mistral et al. (2006)) the 
spin transfer torque has been experimentally shown (Fuchs et al. (2004)) to exist in Magnetic 
Thnnel Junctions (MTJ) as well. In all these devices the resistance is dependent on the 
magnetic contiguration of the device through the GMR or TMR effect, see Section 2.1. Herree 
by measuring this resistance the magnetic state of the device can be derived. 

2.2.1 Absorption of the transverse component of the spin current 

A spin polarized current incident on an interface with a magnetic layer exerts a torque on 
the magnetization of that layer. This can be derived from applying the equations of motions 
for the spin density to the regions near the interfaces between non magnetic metal and fer
romagnet. The transfer of the spin current angular momenturn is generated by a number 
of effects between the flowing electrans and the magnetization. In many cases essentially 
complete transfer of the transverse component of the incident polarized current takes place. 
Excellent quanturn mechanica! descriptions of this absorption of the transverse component 
of spin current can be found in e.g. Stiles & Zangwill (2002), Stiles & Miltat (2006) and 
Tserkovnyak et al. (2005). For this thesis we will give a more intuitive description that only 
holds in the ballistic regime. Consider a polarized current incident on a single ferromagnetic 
layer with a magnetization non collinear with the current polarization as depicted in Figure 
2.4. A schematic description of one of two mechanisms causing the absorption of transverse 
spin component, destructive interference, is shown. Electron states in the incident current are 
not eigenstates in the ferromagnet but are in fact a linear combination of the ferromagnets 
spin up and spin down state . Both states have different wave veetors in the ferromagnet. The 
difference in wave vector for propagating states in the ferromagnet is equivalent to a precession 
around the exchange field. The phase acquired during this precession is proportional to the 
length of the traveled path, which can differ between electrons, Figure 2.4. Hence, provided 
the exchange field is strong enough and the point of measurement is far enough from the 
interface, averaging over all electron paths eliminates the transverse component of the spin 
current. The distance over which the transverse component of the spin current is absorbed 
is called the ferromagnetic coherence length, .Àc. It can be estimated as: .Àc = 71'/lk[- kfl, 
where k[ is the wave vector for the spin down current, kf is the wave vector for the spin up 
current. The ferromagnetic coherence length is much shorter then the spin ditfusion length or 
the mean free path. After a distance of roughly 1 nm the transverse spin current is reduced to 
10 % of its original value (Stiles & Miltat 2006). A second reason for the absorption of trans
verse spin current, albeit not a ballistic argument, was already given in Section 2.1.1. The 
mismatch between majority and minority conduction bands in the ferromagnet leads to spin 
dependent scattering. This scattering scatters the transverse component more which adds to 
its absorption. Because of conservation of angular momentum, the change in spin current 
polarization leads to a spin transfer torque on the magnetization vector of the ferromagnet 
that is of equal amplitude but in the opposite direction. 

The spin transfer torque that we intuitively derived in previous paragraph can also be calcu
lated exactly as a function of the angle between the magnetizations of the two ferromagnets. 
The torque per unit area has the form (Stiles & Miltat 2006): 

Ne fi(. ~)P[~ (~ ~)] A = 2 J · z s x s0 x s , (2.4) 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the absorption of the transverse component of a spin polarized 

current by the free magnetic layer and the consequent spin transfer torque. The electrans of the 
polarized current will travel along different paths thraugh the ferramagnet, resulting in different degrees 

of ratation about the layer's magnetic moment. As a result the average magnetization direction of the 

electrans after the magnet will be in the direction of the magnetization of the fixed layer. Thereby the 
transverse component of the spin current is effectively absorbed. A torque equal but opposite to the 

change in spin polarization must act on the magnetization of the ferromagnet 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of an artificial antiferromagnet used in the fixed layer of a spin 

valve structure 

where s and Sà are the free and fixed layer ferromagnetic spin density directions. The spin 
current is not independent of the relative angles between these two magnetizations and hence 
P in principle is angular dependent. Bauer et al. (2003) derived an analytica! expression for 
the dependenee of P on the angle between the magnetizations, however, in simulations this 
dependance is frequently omitted. By changing variables from spin density to magnetization 
the well-known Slonczewski term can be derived (Slonczewski 1996) , which can be added to 
the LLG equation, providing a description of spin transfer torque in terms of current and 
magnetization, see Section 3.1.1. 

2.2.2 Practical implementations 

From the LLG equation, which will be discussed in Section 3.1.1, a critical current density 
for magnetic moment switching can be deduced to be (Sun 2006): 

Ie= (
2
;) (;)vMs(H+Hk+27rMs), (2.5) 

where a is the Gilbert damping constant, V is the volume of the magnetic layer and Ms is the 
saturation magnetization of the magnetic layer. This critical switching current density, albeit 
not what is of present interest , provides the parameters that can be changed to increase or 
decrease the influence of the spin torque on a magnetic layer. As described in the introduetion 
of this Section 2.2, in order to make use of the spin torque effect magnetic multilayers are 
needed. Usually the multilayer structure is fabricated in such a way that one layer, referred 
to as the free layer , responds to the current induced torque. The other layer, the fixed layer 
remains immobile. If the damping constant of the two magnetic layers differs the layer with 
the highest damping will be fixed since this layer requires higher current densit ies to be af
fected by the spin transfer torque, equation 2.5. One of the magnets can be made thicker 
(increasing volume) than the other such that it contains more magnetic moments . This cre
ates the need for higher current densities, equation 2.5, in order to infl.uence this layer which 
practically fixes the layer. It is also possible to (additionally) fix the bottorn layer in a so 
called Artificial Anti Ferromagnetic (AAF) configuration as shown in Figure 2.5. In this struc
ture two ferromagnetic layers are anti-ferromagnetically coupled via a thin nonmagnetic layer 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the exchange biassed spin valve used in this project. 

(usually Ru) (van den Berg et al. 1996) which increases magnetic stability of the combined 
layers. The ferromagnetic coupling adds an effective field to the fields present in equation 2.5 
which effectively increases the needed current density. The stack shown in Figure 2.6 shows 
the exchange biased spin valve used for the larger part of this project. Because of exchange 
biasing of the fixed layer with the anti-ferromagnet IrMn its magnetic stability is increased 
(Meiklejohn & Bean 1957), again because of the addition of an extra effective field the needed 
current density will be higher. For more information about the used spin valve see Section 5.2. 

Spin transfer torque devices have to be small in dimensions because of two reasons . Very 
high current densities, in the order 105 to 5 x 107 A/cm2 , are required to transfer enough 
angular momenturn to actually affect the free layer. Figure 2. 7 shows the relation between 
the real current and the size of rectangular nano piUars with a length that is the double of the 
width (a 2 : 1 aspect ratio) for this range of current densities. For an applicable device that 
needs to be more power efficient than its competitors , the current would have to be limited 
to 5 mA. This would demand that in case the highest or second highest current densities are 
required , sizes would have to be limited to 70 x 140 or 157 x 315 nm. Furthermore these high 
current densities create a lot of heat due to ohmic dissipation, therefore the device has to be a 
very small conductor in good thermal contact with a large mass otherwise it will be destroyed 
by its own heat creation. A magnetic argument for demanding small device sizes is that the 
field generated by the flowing current decreases with size for a fixed current density. As a 
result, for smaller devices these fields are negligible compared to spin torque effects. More
over, the smaller the devices is, the smaller the chances are for domain walls to be created in 
the magnetic structure. Therefore, the chance that the field generated by these high currents 
induces non uniform magnetization modes that would diminish device performance is reduced. 

In order to create these small devices, in the order of 50 to 150 nm, multiple approaches are 
possible. Point contacts have been reported before but are unsuitable for TMR structures. 
TMR structures , for which higher MR values have been found, promise a higher amplitude 
voltage change for the same oscillatory trajectory of the magnetization than GMR. Further
more this oscillation would be induced at a lower current because of the higher polarization. 
Therefore nano-pillar structures will be created in this project which can be suitable for spin 
torque measurements with both spin valves and tunnel junctions. 
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Figure 2. 7: Current through a spin transfer torque device versus size of a rectangular pillar with aspect 
ratio 2:1 for different current densities within the range expected to induce magnetization dynamics. 
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Chapter 3 

Spin torque rnadeling 

Ideally the models described in Section 2.2 could be compared with experiments directly. 
However no method for probing a spin torque exists and the measurable quantities on real 
devices are limited to current and voltage. With these probes the spin torque induced magne
tization dynamics can be deducted from resistance measurements. Measuring magnetization 
directly is possibly but much more difficult than measuring currents and voltages. It would be 
useful to conneet the spin torque model to these observables. This can be done by incorporat
ing the spin torque term, as proposed by Slonczewski (1996), into the Landau Lifschitz Gilbert 
equation that describes the magnetization dynamics. With this new model macromagnetic 
calculations can be performed that provide us with data comparable to experiments. This 
chapter describes the rnadeling performed in order to investigate the effect of the spin torque 
on the magnetization dynamics. In the first section, Section 3.1, the model is introduced 
tagether with the used parameters. In Section 3.2.1 the validity of the numerical solver is 
checked using well known configurations. M(H)-loops incorporating spin torque were calcu
lated in Section 3.2.2; these loops indicate regions where new dynamic spin torque induced 
phenomena are present. Detailed magnetization dynamics are calculated and discussed in 
Section 3.2.3. In sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 magnetization dynamics are discussed in function 
of the tunable parameters aj and external field. Finally in Section 3.2.6 the possibility of 
locking oscillators to increase their output power is investigated and discussed. Note that the 
LLG equation used in our rnadeling is a rather complicated equation. It is difficult to under
stand infiuences of changes in parameters right away. This is a good argument for performing 
rnadeling and creating some intuition from the rnadeling results. However this also implies 
that many of the results cannot simply be explained from physics and have to be accepted as 
they are. 

3.1 Model 

3.1.1 LLG equation 

In this paragraph, magnetization dynamics are calculated using the Landau Lifschitz Gilbert 
(LLG) equation to which a spin torque term is added (Slonczewski 1996). The LLG equation 
is solved by means of a fourth order Runge Kutta methad implemented in C-code. The LLG 
equation with spin torque term is given by: 

dM a dM "(aj 
dt = -"(M x Hef!+ Ms M x dt + Ms M x (M x Mp), (3.1) 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the modeled magnetic multilayer structure. The top- and 

bottam layer are magnetic, the middle layer is a conductor. 

with '"Y the gyromagnetic ratio, M the magnetization vector of the free layer, Mp the unit 
vector in the direction of the magnetization of the fixed (pinned) layer, see Figure 3.1, Ms 
the saturation magnetization and Hef f the effective magnetic field. The factor a1 is propor
tional to the current density and the spin torque transfer efficiency. The Gilbert damping is 
described by the constant a. The first term in equation 3.1 is the term descrihing precession 
of the magnetization. The second term describes the Gilbert damping and the last term 
describes the novel spin torque term. This last term is fundamentally different from the other 
two. The first term, the precession term conserves the magnetic energy and determines the 
precessional frequency ofthe dynamics. The damping term in the LLG equation 3.1 describes 
the relaxation of magnetization to its energy minimum. This dissipative term is comparable 
to, e.g. friction or resistance. The spin torque term can have effects comparable to both 
the previous terms; it can serve as damping and can be a souree of precessional motion as 
an effective field. This is schematically drawn in Figure 3.2. In this drawing the precession 
term -'"'(M x Hef! and the spin torque term *GM x (M x Mp) are drawn. From these 

two terms an approximate change in magnetization throughout time can be calculated ~. 
This magnetization change vector lies in the plane formed by the precession and spin torque 
term, somewhere in between the two veetors depending on their relative amplitudes. The 
damping termcanthen be calculated as the vector product of M and d~. It is clear that if 
the spin torque term is directed outwards it induces extra precessional motion, furthermore 
it counteracts the damping pulling the magnetization in the direction of the external field. If 
the sign of the spin torque term is changed it damps the precessional motion very effectively. 

3.1.2 Model parameters 

The model system used throughout this chapter is depicted in Figure 3.1. It consistsof two 
magnetic layers separated by a thin conductor. The materials contained in the structures can 
be changed simply by changing the parameters in the LLG equation (3.1). Note that some 
parameters are to date not known fully. In the term aj an unknown polarization function 
appears. Furthermore the Gilbert damping term is not exactly known. Hence a comparison 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the veetors in the LLG equation 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Physical constauts and material properties used in the simulations 
I Parameter I Value I 

'Y 175.9 10 rad/T * s 
Hshape -1.2 T 
Hk 50 mT 
J.LoMs 1.2 T 
Mp [1,0,0] 
a 0.03 

can be made between different parameters aj but linking this parameters to real materials 
might be more difficult. In our structure, the current flows perpendicular to the planes of 
the magnetic films. Our axes are chosen such that the x- and y-axes are in the magnetic 
layer planes. Hence the z-axis is in the perpendicular direction and indicates the direction 
of the current flow. Positive current is defined as current flowing from the fixed to the free 
layer. For positive currents, aj has a positive value. For the free layer the following material 
parameters are used: the uniaxial anisotropy field Hk, forcing the magnetization in the x
direction is 50 mT. The shape anisotropy which farces the magnetization in the x-y-plane 
Hshape is -1.2 Tand the saturation magnetization J.LoMs = 1.2 T. The effective field on the 
free layer described in the LLG equation 3.1 can be explicitly written as: 

(3.2) 

The Gilbert damping term a is chosen to be 0.03 throughout all the experiments, a value 
that is typical for NisoFe2o in spin transfer experiments on spin valves. The stated values 
for material properties, albeit they are realistic, do not match a specific material but rather 
some arbitrary ferromagnet. The value of aJ which determines the magnitude of the current 
will be varied, as will be the external magnetic field. As a summary all parameters are put 
tagether in Table 3.1. 
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3.1.3 Model implementation 

To solve equation 3.1 it was rewritten toa form that only contains derivatives on one side of 
the equality sign. Also, a normalized magetization m = M/ Ms is used. The equation now 
reads: 

d: = ( 1 : aZ) ( -')'m X Heff - et')'m x m X Heff + ')'ajm x m x Mp + 

aja')'m x m x m x Mp). (3.3) 

This equation can be solved by a fourth order Runge Kutta methad and was implemented 
as such in C code. The model described above is macro magnetic; the magnetization of the 
free layer is described by a single vector and is thus assumed to be uniform. Furthermore the 
fixed layer is assumed to be truly stationary and Oersted fields, the magnetic fields around 
fiowing currents, are not taken into account. 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Validation 

To check the numerical solver, it was tested on a number of well-known examples. Parame
ters used in these simulations, and in following simulations unless mentioned otherwise, are 
summarized in table 3.1. As a first test a precession without spin torque, without damping 
and with no anisotropy is induced. To perfarm this test the initial magnetization was put 
in the y-direction. An external field of 0.1 T was applied in the plus x-direction. The only 
terms remaining in the LLG equation (3.1) are then: d~ = -')'M x Heff· Since there is no 
anisotropy in this case, the effective field is equal to the external field and the magnetization is 
expected to precess about this field in the y-z-plane. The frequency of this precession should 
be the gyromagnetic ratio converted from radians to rotations, which gives 28 GHz/T, times 
the amplitude of the magnetization vector which is normalized, times the amplitude of the 
externally applied field. The measured frequency calculated by Fast fourier transforming the 
y-component of the calculated asciilation gives a frequency of 2.801 GHz. 

As a further test a M(H)-loop was calculated using the model without spin torque. For 
these calculations the external field was swept from -0.2 to 0.2 T taking steps of 2 mT. In 
between points of the hysteresis loop, the dynamics were calculated for 15 ns to allow the 
magnetization to settle. In the numerical calculation of the dynamics, steps of 10 fs provided 
numerical stability. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the hysteresis curve of the free layer of our struc
ture. It can beseen from Figure 3.3 (a) that the free layer switches at 0.05 T, i.e. when its 
uniaxial anisotropy field is compensated by the external field. This is exactly as expected, 
and confirms the validity of the solver. 

Figure 3.3 (b )-( d) shows the dynamics of the switching event. At t = 0 the field is increased 
to Hext = (0.1, 0, 0), i.e. above Hk and thus leading toa switch. It can be clearly seen that 
the magnetization is indeed switched. Graphs 3.3 (b) and 3.3 (c), which show the switching 
event for the magnetization in the x and y-direction respectively, show that the 15 ns settling 
time used in calculating the hysteresis loop was more than sufficient to allow completion of 
switching events. In Figure 3.3 ( d) the path traveled by the magnetization vector is shown. 
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Figure 3.3: Figure (a) shows the hysteresis curve for a sweep of external field in the x-direction from 

-0.2 to 0.2 T. Figure {b) shows the dynamics of the magnetization vector in the x-direction. Figure 
(c) shows the dynamics of the magnetization in the y-direction and Figure {d) shows the path traveled 

by the magnetization vector 
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A critical reader might note here that although the external field is switched at t = 0 s the 
magnetization only starts to switch at about 0.2 ns, Figure 3.3 (b). This can be explained by 
the fact that there are no instahilities in the strict mathematica! model. Without instahilities 
the magnetization in principle will not switch because magnetization will be in in a maximum 
but stabie energy statewhen the external field is switched. In our model the instabilities, that 
in real world are always present as thermal instabilities, are created by the limited numerical 
precision. Since this in-precision is very small, it was decided to create extra instahilities by 
applying the external field not precisely along the x-direction but by giving it a deviation of 
0.00001 in both y and z-direction. If this slight deviation is not programmed no switching 
will occur within the first J-LS which is obviously a physically unrealistic result. Flirthermore 
the time at which the switching starts is dependent on the amplitude of the misalignment, as 
it should be. 

3.2.2 M(H) and M(a1) loops with spin torque 

The program for calculating hysteresis curves was written to check the validity of the pro
grammed spin dynamics. The program can also be used to find out where in parameter space, 
in terms of external field and factor a1, spin torque induced effects are present. The time 
taken to let magnetization dynamics damp out before putting the end-point in the hysteresis 
curve is taken to be 20 ns from now on. In Figure 3.4 (a)-(c) three M(H) loops are shown 
with different amplitudes of spin torque term. Remember that the spin torque term is directly 
proportional to the current so more spin torque in the model means more current through 
the device in the real world. Figure 3.4 (a), which is a hysteresis loop for a1 = 0.01 T, looks 
a lot like previous simulated hysteresis loop without the spin torque term, see e.g. Figure 3.3 
(a). The influence of the added spin torque effect is very small and can only be seen at the 
switching field where the loop is very slightly rounded. In Figure 3.4 (b), where aj = 0.02 T, 
the effect of the spin torque is much more apparent. In the region around the switching fields 
interesting features arise indicative of spin torque induced dynamics. The actual state of the 
magnetization vector in these regimes will be investigated in following paragraphs. In Figure 
3.4 (c) the sameindicators for new dynamic behavior can be found, albeit the region where 
the hysteresis loop is changed by addition of spin torque is much wider. For a fixed a1 of 
0.04 T spin torque effects arise for an external field ranging from 0.04 to 0.8 T. Figures 3.4 
(a)-(c) show that the region influenced by spin torque grows if aj is increased. 

An alternative method to show the presence of spin torque is by calculating hysteresis loops 
in function of the spin torque pre-factor aj for fixed external fields. Remember that this 
factor a1 is proportional to the current. The calculated hysteresis curves are shown in Figure 
3.4 (d), (e) and (f). Shown there are the magnitude of the magnetization versus aj for fixed 
fieldsof -0.02, 0.1 and 0.2 T respectively. For the lowest field case (Figure 3.4 (d)) current 
induced switching is clearly shown. The magnetization is switched by the increasing current 
through the device, increase of aj, all other parameters are fixed. This Figure also clearly 
shows that for a positive current an anti-parallel alignment of the free layer with reference to 
the fixed layer is preferred, since the magnetization of the fixed layer is always in the positive 
x-direction. A negative current, according to a negative aj prefers parallel alignment of the 
magnetizations. For the two higher field cases, Figures 3.4 (e) and (f), the switching behavior 
remains, furthermore large regions of new persistent spin torque induced dynamics can be 
identified. As before dynamic spin torque effects are mainly found in regions close to the 
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Figure 3.4: Figure (a) shows the hysteresis curve for a sweep of external field in the x-direction from 

-0.2 to 0.2 T with aj equal to 0.01. Figure (b) shows the hysteresis loop for aj equal to 0.02 for 

the same external field sweep as in figure a. Figure (c) shows the hysteresis loop for aj equal to 0.04 
when the external field is swept from -0.2 to 3 T Figure ( d) shows the hysteresis in magnetization in 

function of current density which is swept from -0.2 to 1.0 T fora fixed field of 0.01 T Figure (e) and 

(f) show the same hysteresis loop for fixed external fields of 0.1 T and 0.2 T respectively 
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switching region. 

3.2.3 Spin torque induced precession 

In this section the dynamics for those regions in phase space where spin torque induced be
havior is present, identified inSection 3.2.2, are stuclied in more detail. First of all simulations 
were performed in a fixed, relatively low external field of -0.02 T. This field value is inside the 
spin torque affected region of Figure 3.4 (b). Figures 3.5 (a)-(c) show the modeled dynamics 
for a low current, aj = 15 mT. Note the reduced scale of the y- and z-axes of panels (b) 
and ( c) respectively. For this value of aj a small, damped precession is found. The damping 
out of the precession indicates that the damping term in the LLG equation 3.1 outweighs the 
spin torque term, remember also Figure 3.2. Figures 3.5 (d)-(f) show dynamics for an aj of 
18.9 mT. These pictures show a very low amplitude stable precession. The amplitude of this 
precession is of the order of magnitude of the magnetization perturbation discussed in Section 
3.2.1. Hence with these parameters the spin torque term perfectly balances the damping term. 
The effect of this precession on the magneto resistance would be near zero since the effect on 
mx, Figure 3.5 (d), is minimaL If aj is increased further to 20 mT, Figure 3.5 (g)-(i), the point 
at -0.02 T external field in Figure 3.4 (b) is modeled in detail. These dynamics show a stable 
precession of the magnetization vector. Initially the spin torque term is slightly larger than 
the damping term and the angle between the magnetization vector and the x-axis increases 
until spin torque and damping are perfectly balanced. At this point a stable precession starts. 
Note however that this precession movement is not very efficient for creating an oscillator. 
Since the deviation of the magnetization from the x-axis is small the change in resistance due 
to the GMR effect will be small. Therefore the induced voltage oscillation will be very small. 
If a1 is increased further a current induced switching event will occur, caused by the spin 
torque term that outweighs the Gilbert damping term. The time it takes for magnetization 
to be switched can be decreased by increasing the current. For aj = 40 mT as shown in 
Figures 3.5 (j)-(1), the switching event takes no more then 3.4 ns. The dynamics induced in 
this low external field region are not interesting for oscillator application. The induced pre
cession is very difficult to maintain since damping and spin torque terms have to be perfectly 
balanced, which is only true in a very small region of a1-values, from 18.9 to 20.3 mT. A 
region of stable precession exist from perfect annulation of spin torque and damping term to 
a spin torque term amplifying the precession movement, but not enough to actually switch 
the magnetization. Furthermore this precession will have almost zero effect on the resistance 
of the structure and will thus have very poor oscillator performances. These dynamics could 
be interesting for research concerning current induced switching. More care would have to be 
taken in calculating realistic perturbations of the initial magnetization vector needed tostart 
dynamics in a perfect numerical model, Section 3.2.1, since these perturbations still strongly 
influence switching times. 

From the M(H) loops shown in Figure 3.4 (e) and (f) it is clear that for higher fields spin 
torque induced features are present as well. Therefore simulations of detailed dynamics were 
performed in a field of 0.1 T, which coincides with Figure 3.4 (e). This Figure shows that 
for an a1 smaller than 0.02 or larger than 0.6 T magnetization will stabilize in the plus or 
minus x-direction respectively. This shows that for positive currents anti-parallel alignment 
is preferred, for negative currents the parallel state is the preferred state. In the region from 
0.35 to 0.6 T the magnetization will be, depending on the initial conditions, in the minus 
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Figure 3.5: Figures (a) to (b} show the x and y-component of the magnetization vector versus time 

with an applied field of -0.02 T and a factor aj of 0.015 T Figure (c) shows the 3D representation of 

the same magnetization evolution. The following three rows show the same plots but with ai values of 
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x-direction or in a equilibrium that would be non-existent without spin torque. Dynamics in 
the remaining region, from 0.02 to 0.35 T, shows fast oscillating behavior in the hysteresis 
loop which implies either a very slow switching behavior or a dynamic equilibrium showing a 
stabie precession. 

Detailed magnetization dynamics for an aj of 0. 03 T are shown in Figure 3. 6 (a)- ( c). 
Fr om Figure ( c) it can be seen, Figures (a) and (b) are necessary to enable the reader to 
follow the magnetization vector in the three dimensional figure ( c), that the amplitude of the 
oscillation grows until a stabie precession is reached in about 10 ns. The trajectory of the 
tip of the magnetization vector resembles a shell on which the magnetization vector lies on 
average in the plus x-direction in the x-y-plane. Hence this mode will be referred to as the 
in-plane precession mode. Figures 3.6 (d)-(f) show modeled dynamics for an aj of 0.045 T. 
A stabie in-plane precession still exists, however, the range of the trajectory of the magneti
zation vector in the x-direction is increased and the two end-points of the stabie precession 
trajectory almost conneet at the minus x-side in the x-y-plane. If the current is increased 
further, a1 is 0.06 T in Figures 3.6 (g)-(i) , the mode of precession is changed from in plane 
to an out of plane precession mode, this can be seen by following the thicker line of the final 
trajectory of the magnetization in Figure 3.6 (i) , again figures (g) and (h) can help in tracking 
the trajectory. Figures 3.6 (j)-(1) show magnetization dynamics for an a1 at the end of the 
above discussed region, 0.3 T . A stabie out of plane precession is shown which has a larger 
z-component and hence is more out of plane than the previous mode. However the effect of 
this precession mode on the resistance is smaller since the amplitude of the precession in the 
x-direction is smaller. 

3.2.4 Precession frequency in function of a1 

From previous section it is clear that different precession modes exist for different currents 
( a1) within the stabie precession regime. Wh en trying to build an oscillator the frequency, 
at which the oscillatory voltage is created, is obviously a very important parameter. Hence 
for different values of the parameter a1 in a fixed field of 0.1 T the frequency of the x and 
y-component of the precessing magnetization vector were calculated. It is the x-component 
that is of interest since this component determines the amplitude of the magneto resistance 
effect in the device. It is interesting to note, however, that for the in plane precession mode, 
because of the shell-shaped trajectory, the precession frequency of m x is the double of the my 
frequency. For the out of plane mode they are obviously the same. This difference can be seen 
from studying the final trajectory of the magnetization vector in Figures 3.6 (c), (f) , (i) and 
(1). Projection of the trajectory of the stabie precession onto the x-y-plane for the out of plane 
precession gives a circle. For a vector moving on a circle obviously frequencies along both 
axis are the same. for the in plane precession it is slightly more complicated. The projection 
onto the x-y-plane creates a part of a circle. The magnetization vector trajectory however 
runs over this part of the circle twice and in opposite directions. Oscillations in both x and y
direction are no longer complete sines . For the y-component however it takes a complete cycle 
to get back to its starting point, for the x-component only half a cycle, whence the frequency 
doubling. Figure 3. 7 shows the dependenee of the frequency of the precessing magnetization 
vector's x- and y-component as function of the current density. From this graph it can be seen 
that for precessions in the in plane mode the frequency decreases with increasing current, also 
called a frequency red shift. Once the current is high enough, the magnetization is precessing 
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Figure 3.6: Figures (a) to (c) show the x, y and z -component of the magnetization vector versus time 

with an applied field of 0.1 T and a factor ai of 0.03 T Figure (d) shows the 3D representation of 

the same magnetization evolution. The following three rows show the same plots but with ai values of 

respectively, 0.045, 0.06 and 0.3 T 
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Figure 3. 7: Frequency versus current curve for the modeled oscillator in a fixed external field of 0.1 T. 
The decrease (red shift) and increase (blue shift) in frequency for the different precession regimes. 

in the out of plane mode and the frequency increases with increasing current, a frequency 
blue shift. Rippard et al. (2004) found these two types of frequency shift by macro-magnetic 
modeling as well. Experimentally, for in plane fields in point contact structures, a frequency 
red shift was found for increasing current. Mistral et al. (2006) and Rippard et al. (2004) 
experimentally found a decrease in frequency for increasing current (red shift) for spin valve 
nano pillars. 

3.2.5 The influence of the external field 

From Figure 3.4 (c) it can beseen that fora fixed current, a1 = 0.04 T, spin torque induced 
dynamic effects are present for external fields ranging from 0.048 to 0.79 T. Beyond this 
region, up to 2.5 T the magnetization reaches a new static equilibrium. The present interest, 
however, is focussed on dynamic effects. Detailed dynamics were calculated for a fixed aj 

of 0.04 T in a varying field. The according frequencies for mx and my were calculated and 
are plotted versus field in Figure 3.8 (a). In this Figure three distinct regions are present, 
indicated by the dashed lines, which reflect changes in the dynamics of the system. At the 
very low end of the curve, in a small field range from 0.05 to 0.055 T , the magnetization 
vector follows a stable out of plane precession as shown in Figure 3.8 (b). In this mode the 
frequency increases for increasing applied field. The frequencies for mx and my are equal. 
For external fields ranging from 0.06 to 0.46 T, in between the two dashed lines in Figure 
3.8 (a), the magnetization is precessing in the in plane mode as shown in Figure 3.8 (c). As 
before the frequency of mx is double the my-frequency for this mode. At the beginning of 
the interval the frequency increases with increasing field , at 0.325 T the maximum frequency 
for the in plane mode is reached and after this point frequency decreases with increasing field 
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although an in plane precession is maintained. In the first part of this regime the end points 
of the shell form are growing further apart. At the maximum they are starting to approach 
each other again and when they reconnect the out of plane precession regime is started again. 
In Figure 3.8 (a) this transition is shown by the right dotted verticalline at 0.475 T. From 
this point on frequency increases with increasing field. This regime, as shown in Figure 3.8 
( d) is maintained until the new static equilibrium is reached w hich is outside our region of 
interest. 

3.2.6 Locking oscillators to external microwave oscillations 

The ac power delivered by one single oscillator can be estimated by a simple calculation. 
Assume a GMR response of 10 %, forspin valves this is an optimistic but not impossible es
timate, for tunnel junctions it is an underestimate. Lets run the calculations for spin valves. 
A reasanabie estimate for the pillar resistance is about 5 n. The emitted power depends 
on the maximal angle between fixed and free layer magnetization of the spin valve stack, 
dR = (Mp · Mr) · tlR. A conservative estimate is made by assuming only 5% of the total 
GMR response can be generated, this yields a dR of 25 mn. For a critica! current of 2 mA, 
which is a realistic estimate, the output power, defined as P = ! 2 * dR, is then 0.1 f..L W. A unit 
used more often when discussing oscillators is dBm, a conversion yields -40 dBm. Because 
the power delivered by one single spin torque oscillator is too low for practical implementa
tion solutions for this power problem have to be found. The possible salution is connecting 
more STO's in series or in parallel hoping these connected oscillators willlock their frequency 
and synchronize their phase. If such a phase locking would be possible output power would 
increase by N 2 with N the number of oscillators. 

Connecting oscillators in series however is a difficult problem to implement. It was there
fore decided to model a slightly different set up. What if a microwave current was sent into 
an oscillator with a frequency very close to the oscillators eigen frequency. From Figure 3.7 
it can be seen that for a STO with the material parameters as we chose them, a current 
density exists for which a stabie precession is induced at 15 GHz in both the red and blue 
shift part of the curve. Modeling an imposed microwave current at this frequency can be done 
by changing the parameter aj into an effective aj. This effective aj is then the original dc-aj 
,which is a constant, plus the amplitude of the microwave current that is sent divided by two, 
times a sine with a frequency of 15 GHz, aj(ef f) = aj + (Amplitude(%dc)/2) * sin(wt). The 
amplitude of the microwave current is expressedinpercentage of the de current. Figures 3.9 
(a) and (b) show the frequency versus current curves for no modulation and for modulation 
amplitudes providing phase locking to the microwave current in the blue shift and red shift 
area of oscillations. The curve without modulation is the reproduetion of Figure 3. 7 and can 
be seen as the curve that characterizes our STO. For the other curves it can be seen that for 
current densities around the point where 15 GHz is the natura! frequency of the STO, the 
STO is phase locked to the frequency of the induced microwave current. Furthermore it can 
be seen that the larger the amplitude of the induced AC component, the larger the deviation 
from the current density that naturally produces 15 GHz can be. It should also be noted here 
that locking out of plane oscillations is much more efficient than locking in plane precession 
movements, Figure 3.9 (b) vs. (a). Not only do microwave amplitudes that do not create lock
ingin the in plane mode, provide lockingin the out of plane mode, but the interval of currents 
for which locking occurs is larger as well. Hence these curves show that efforts should be done 
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in order to create high MR valued devices. STO's with higher MR values will generate larger 
microwave signals because their resistance change and the accompanying voltage oscillation 
will be larger. This increased microwave signal, that is sent into connected oscillators, will 
increase chances for locking multiple oscillators. Purthermare it would be helpful to impose 
initial condition creating out of plane precession modes which would greatly simplify locking. 
Experimentally the locking of an oscillator to an imposed ac current, as it was modeled here, 
has been demonstrated by Rippard et al. (2005). This experiment provides information that 
is useful for the locking of two actual STO's. In practice, created devices turn out to always 
be slightly different. Both this rnadeling and the experiment of Rippard et al. (2005) show 
that oscillators can be influenced by the ac modulations created by another oscillator and 
that the out of plane precession mode gives the highest success rate. Grollier, Cros & Fert 
(2005) macro magnetically modeled the non linear dynamics of a network of spin transfer 
torque oscillators connected in series by an adaptation of the LLG equation. Their model 
shows that under certain circumstances phase lockingis possible, which leads to considerable 
efficiency enhancement and linewidth improvement. 
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the microwave currents is chosen such that locking is present. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental methods and set up 

This Chapter provides a description of the experimental methods used to create the pillars. 
Section 4.1 focusses on the fabrication methods used; in Section 4.2 the proposed process 
flow for creating piUars is described; finally in Section 4.3 a short description of some of the 
characterization equipment is given. 

4.1 Pillar fabrication Methods 

4 .1.1 Sputter growth 

The samples in this project were grown using a magnetron sputter tooL Sputtering is a 
methad which uses the sputtering action of a plasma formed from an inert gas, i.e. argon, to 
transfer the desired material from a block of pure material, the target , to the substrate. It 
is a commonly used deposition methad because of its compatibility with many materials , in
cluding alloys, and because of the relatively high deposition rates, compared to e.g. molecular 
beam epitaxy. By bringing the inert gas in the vacuum chamber and creating a high electric 
field between the anode and the target, a plasma is created. The positive ions are acceler
ated by the electric field between anode and target. The ionized atoms bombard the target 
materiaL Some of these atoms will be reflected, others will, by transfer of their momentum, 
knock out atoms or molecules from the target materiaL This part of the process is what is 
actually called sputtering. The released atoms of the target material will float around in the 
chamber and stick onto the first object they meet, some will end up on the substrate. 

The sputtering efficiency can be improved by put ting an additional magnetic field around 
the target material by use of permanent magnets. The magnetic field creates confinement for 
electrans in the plasma. Therefore every electron has the opportunity to ionize more atoms 
befare escaping to the anode, hence a higher density plasma is created. Because of the higher 
density plasma, ion bombardment rates increase which obviously increases the sputtering ef
ficiency. The main drawback of the methad is that the material will nog langer be sputtered 
uniformly, instead an erosion ring will be created on the target. The sputtering tool used at 
IMEC contains 11 sputter guns divided over three chambers. All three chambers are vacuum 
connected and separated by vacuum valves . Contiguration can be changed for dedicated de
positions but in the general contiguration the system looks as follows: The first and oldest 
chamber contains 6 sputter guns with Ta, Al , Cu, IrMn, CogoFew and NisoFe2o as targets; 
the second and newest chamber contains four guns with Cu, Pt, Mg and Co5oFe50 as targets; 
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Figure 4.2: Artistic impression of a working sputter gun and schematic representation of the described 
sputtering mechanism. 

finally an oxidation chamber contains the last gun, the rf-sputtering Si02-gun. All materials, 
except Si02, are sputtered using the method described above. For the Si02 however an rf 
bias voltage has to be used since the target material is non conductive. A lot of parameters 
are still to be controlled and, dependent on the demands of growth, they can be tweaked. 
Typically, thick layers will be grown at high power (50W) with relatively high gas fiows (15 
seem). On the other hand if thin well-controlled layers are to be grown the power is brought 
down as is the gas flow. The used sputter system is fully automated and computer controlled. 

4.1.2 E-beam lithography 

The success of this project is largely dependent on the ability to create sub-p,m structures, 
preferably smaller than 100 nm. These demands on resolution make the available optical 
lithography unsuitable at least for the critical steps. For the steps that require a higher reso-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of ion beam etching. 

lution lithography, electron-beam ( e-beam) lithography is the standard solution. In this type 
of lithography the conventionallight souree is replaced by an electron beam source, very com
parable to the electron beam of aSEM (scanning electron microscope, Section 4.3.1). Because 
of the much shorter wavelength of this electron beam compared to light , the resolution is in
creased enormously and much smaller structures can be created in dedicated e-beam resists 
such as PMMA-resist (Poly-Methyl-MethAcrylate) or FOX-12 (Flowable Oxide). PMMA is 
a positive e-beam resist meaning that the exposed parts of the resist are developed, leaving a 
hole intheresist very locally. FOX-12 is a negative resist, those partsof the resist that were 
exposed to the electron beam form Si02 , the unexposed partscan be removed by developing. 
Every possible structure can be composed of points as large as the spot of the electron beam, 
comparable to pixels in a drawing forming different shapes. Every pixel has to be scanned by 
the beam separately; it is not possible to illuminate everything at once as it is with standard 
optical lithography. This way illumination times vary from as little as ten minutes to a few 
days depending on the size of the sample and on the number and sizes of the structures to be 
written. This low throughput is one of the main drawbacks of e-beam lithography. Further
more it is a rather expensive method compared to opticallithography. The main advantage 
of e-beam lithography is that it offers very high resolution and hence possibilities to create 
nano-scale devices (e.g. an optimized Fox resist e-beam process promises ::::; 20 nm structures). 
Furthermore e-beam lithography is very flexible to design changes. Because of this projeet's 
need for a hard mask for ion beam milling of structures on the nanometer scale it was chosen 
to use FOX 12 resist. Using this resist small pillar-like structures in the desired shape can be 
created, limited by our systems resolution of somewhere around 40 nm. 

4.1.3 Etching 

In this project two methods of etching were used for different steps in the process flow. First 
of all sputter etching, also referred to as ion beam milling, was used to transfer the hard 
mask written by e-beam lithography into real pillars by etching downwards perpendicular 
to the surface. This type of etching is very comparable to sputtering deposition, however, 
instead of sputtering material away from a target the actual sample is sputtered, Figure 4.3. 
In very simple terms the system consists of a gas inlet into a vacuum chamber , Xe in this 
case. A filament under large enough current creates electrans which are accelerated towards 
a positively charged electrode. Before reaching this electrode the electrans travel through the 
gas ionizing it. The positively charged ions are accelerated towards a grid under positive bias. 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of CMP machine showing parts and process parameters. The 

top right Figure shows a very schematic top view. 

This grid accelerates and collimates the Xe ions forming a well defined directive ion beam 
with a well defined momentum. If the ions hitting the substrate carry enough momentum, 
atoms making up the substrate will be knocked loose and hence the substrate will be etched. 
This method basically etches any material present, be it at different speeds. Furthermore it 
is a very directional etching method. 

The second etching method used is reactive ion etching (RIE). In a RIE-system several gasses 
can be introduced into the vacuum reaction chamber. Using an RF power souree over two 
electrades a plasma is created. In this RF electrical field the ions in the plasma are accelerated 
towards the substrate surface. The difference with sputter etching is that reactive gasses are 
chosen so that the molecules react with the substrate material they are impinging on, the 
chemical part of reactive ion etching. A physical part as in sputter etching also remains. If 
the ions have large enough momentum, they can, unassisted by any chemical process, knock 
atoms out of the material to be etched. RIE etch processes that balance chemical and phys
ical etching were developed and changing the process parameters offers the possibility to 
infiuence the anisotropy of the etching. Since the chemical part is isotropie and the physical 
part highly anisotropic the combination can form sidewalls that have shapes from rounded to 
nearly vertical. Furthermore etches can be created that stop at material boundaries if gasses 
are carefully selected that not react with the material that is to remain. These type of etches 
can be very useful when etches of unknown depth have to be performed and stopped on a 
certain materiaL 

4.1.4 Chemica! m echanica! polishing 

Chemical mechanical polishing, from now on abbreviated as CMP, is a planarization technique 
commonly used in semiconductor processing. The processis schematically depicted in Figure 
4.4. The technique uses an abrasive and corrosive slurry together with a polishing pad and 
a chuck to mount the sample on. The chuck presses the wafer against the rotating polishing 
pad. To increase uniformity the chuck is moved over the polishing pad. Furthermore, the 
chuck itself is rotating, as schematically depicted in the top view of the machine in Figure 
4.4. The rotational speed of the pad and the range of motion of the arm moving the chuck 
can be chosen. The degree of rotation put into the chuck is set by the other two parameters 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of the proposed process flow in order to create 100 nm structures. 

and cannot be chosen independently. The amount of weight the chuck puts on the sample 
can be set by a spring mechanism. The polishing action is due to a combination of chemical 
and mechanica! action. The slurry contains abrasive particles in a salution that chemically 
reacts with the material to be polished. The abrasive accelerates weakening of the polished 
material and the polishing pad helps to remove the materials from the wafer surface. 

4.2 Full process flow 

A schematic representation of the proposed process flow to create nano-pillars with sizes in 
the 100 nm range is shown in Figure 4.5. The first step, Figure 4.5 (a), is growing the desired 
spin valve on top of a Cu layer that will be used as bottorn contact. Because the polishing 
process is difficult to calibrate, a thick TiW j Au layer (150 nm) is grown as a buffer on top of 
the spin valve. By means of an opticallithography step, Figure 4.5 (b), the form of the bottorn 
electrades and the e-beam markers are defined in positive resist and this pattem is transferred 
to the multilayer by Xe ion milling. In the center of every bottorn contact, Figure 4.5 ( c), 
a pillar is defined in fox-12 resist by means of e-beam lithography. A second crucial Xe ion 
milling step follows in which the piUars are etched. This step has to be time calibrated very 
carefully because the entire spin valve has to be milled through but the bottorn contact must 
remain. The sample is passivated, Figure 4.5 ( d) , with 50 nm of highly resistive sputtered 
silicon-dioxide and a layer of lower quality silicon oxide form a chemical vapor deposition 
(cvd) system. The second oxide layer thickness was varied for optimum polishing results. 
After this passivation the sample is polished, Figure 4.5 ( e), until all oxide is removed from 
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the top of the pillar. This way the top of the pillar can be contacted. Before defining the 
contact to the pillars an extra opticallithography step, Figure 4.5 (f), has to he performed 
to create a via, a hole in the insulating Si02, to contact the bottorn electrode. This is done 
by a wet HF -etch or by a RIE etch step designed to stop at the copper electrode. In the 
last lithography step, Figure 4.5 (g), 150 nm thick gold top and bottorn contacts are defined, 
leading to the final result schematically shown in Figure 4.5 (h). 

4.3 Characterization 

4.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a microscope capable of imaging sample surfaces 
at high resolution. SEM images are useful for judging the samples structure. Typically 
electrans are emitted thermionically from a tungsten cathode and accelerated towards the 
anode. Acceleration energies can range from a few eV to as high as 100 keV. By use of one 
or more condenser lenses a beam with a very fine focal spot, 1 to 5 nm is created. By a pair 
of scanning coils the beam is deflected such that it moves over the sample filling lines of a 
rectangular section. The electrons, also called primary electrons, are inelastically scattered 
by the atoms in the sample. The primary electron beam is spread out by these scattering 
events, the area over which it spreads is called the interaction volume and ranges from less 
than 100 nm to a few J-lm. Interactions in this region lead to emission of different types of 
radiation (Figure 4.6) of which secondary electrans and backscattered electrans are used for 
proper imaging. The spatial resolution of a SEM depends on the size of the electron spot 
which in turn depends on the properties of the magnetic system of lenses used to create 
and manipulate the electron beam. Because both spot size and interaction volume are much 
larger than atomie sizes imaging down to the atomie scale is not possible with aSEM, however 
resolution is usually a few nm. Furthermore a SEM can image a relatively large part of the 
sample and SEM images are usually easy to interpret. Three examples of SEM images are 
shown in Figure 4. 7. The first two images show top views of finished four probe devices, the 
last image shows a top view of a 100 nm large dot in FOX 12 resist. 
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Figure 4. 7: The first two images are top view SEM images of finished jour probe STO devices. The 

right picture is a SEM visualization of a 100 nm dot created in FOX resist. 

4.3.2 MR-setup 

All magnetoresistance measurements in this project where performed on an in-house built 
MR-setup. The basic setup consists of nothing more than a sample holder placed in be
tween two electramagnet poles creating the magnetic field. The sample can be contacted by 
needies using manipulators and a microscope. To avoid series resistances due to wiring and 
the contact between needies and sample, a 4-probe measuring technique is used. Using the 
four-probe measuring set up, two probes send a constant current through the device that is 
being measured. The other two probes measure the voltage over the device. By doing this 
only device resistances are measured and all parasitic resistances are ruled out. The used set 
up was fully automated and computer controlled. The setup allows for MR measurements 
in fields up to 170 mT. The maximum current the setup can send in an IV measurement is 
100 mA. 

Using the setup as described above, we can determine the MR of created pillars. Furthermore 
an IV measurement would allow to identify current induced switching behavior if present. 
However this projects goal is in finding spin torque induced precession movements. The MR 
setup could be used for this purpose if the regular needies are replaced by RF adapted nee
dies. Furthermore a spectrum analyzer has to be used to allow the measurement of resistance 
oscillations in the 5- 30 GHz range. Using the setup in this contiguration allows its user to 
measure the voltage oscillations induced by a de current for variabie external fields. 

4.3.3 Dektak 11 A profilometer 

A Dektak profilometer is a device that can me as ure the profile of a waf er. This way profile 
features heights and/or widths can be measured. It operates by lightly dragging a stylus 
across the sample non-destructively while recording the vertical profile. It is a very useful 
tool for finding etch and deposition rates. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental results 

The main goal of this project was to create working pillar devices, devices that show magne
toresistance, whose magnetization can be current induced switched and that show RF emis
sion. In this Chapter the experimental results will be discussed. A large part is dedicated 
to growth and fabrication of the pillar structure as described in Section 4.2. The final pillar 
fabrication process starts with deposition of the desired spin valve. The calibration of the 
sputter growth, by means of a deposition rate calibration and measurements on a calibration 
spin valve, is discussed in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 a set of spin valves are investigated 
characterizing the spin valve used for nano pillar creation. After growth of the chosen spin 
valve, e-beam lithography (Section 4.1.2) foliowed by anion beam milling step (Section 4.1.3) 
are performed to define the nano pillar. Section 5.3 discusses the optimization of the e-beam 
lithography process, in Section 5.4 calibration of the ion beam milling system is discussed. 
The pillar is passivated with an insuiator and chemical mechanica! polishing (Section 4.1.4) 
is applied to free the top contact. The CMP process is discussed in Section 5.5. By some 
additional conventional optical lithography steps top and bottorn cantacts can be defined, 
resulting in working nano pillar devices. In Section 5.6 characterization measurements per
formed on the first created piUars near the end of this project are discussed. It will be shown 
that our process flow for creating nano piUars results in nano piUars showing MR behavior. 
Furthermore, a measurement of a current induced switching event shows the preserree of spin 
torque. 

5.1 Sputter growth calibration 

While this project was running, the existing sputter systems at IMEC were combined into 
one sputter tool, the tool described in Section 4.1.1. For this operation vacuum was broken 
and the system remairred vented for a long time, after which a re-calibration was obviously 
needed. In order to grow spin valves or tunnel junctions reproducibly, the growth rates of the 
different materialsneed to be well-known. Since we deal with nano scale devicesin this project 
small changes in layer thicknesses induce large changes in the device properties. Therefore 
growth rates for the different targets in our sputter system had to be calibrated. This can 
be clone by preparing a lift off pattem with opticallithography on which the desired material 
is sputtered for a certain amount of time. After lift off the thickness of the deposited layer 
can be measured using the Dektak IIa profilometer described in Section 4.3.3. Calibrations 
were performed for all materials present in the sputter system and are repeated on a regular 
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Table 5.1: Sputter deposition cabbration data 
Material I deposition time(s) I thickness(nm) I rate(Á/s) I rate(nm/min) I 
Al 3600 75 0.21 1.26 
CogoFe10 900 70 0.77 4.6 
Cu 900 185 2.10 12.6 
IrMn 600 108 1.80 10.8 
NisoFe2o 900 75 0.83 5.0 
Ta 900 110 1.22 7.3 
Si02 9000 50 0.056 0.33 
Co5oFe5o 1800 79 0.44 2.6 
Mg 900 173 1.92 11.5 
Pt 900 85 0.94 5.7 

basis. The deposition rates normally vary little; variations can indicate problems such as 
oxidation, contamination orendof life of the target. The measured thicknesses tagether with 
the deposition times and the deduced deposition rates are shown in Table 5.1. 

A further test to check wether the system is behaving properly is performed by growing 
a known spin valve structure with an exchange biased fixed layer of which Current In Plane 
(CIP) MagnetoResistance (MR) values from before vacuum break are known to be 6- 7 %. 
Note that there are two methods for measuring magnetoresistance, in a current in plane mea
surement the current is sent through the spin valve in the direction of the layer plane, the 
plane in which the magnetization lies. For current perpendicular to plane measurements the 
current travels through the spin valve perpendicular to the magnetization and the layer planes. 
For spin valve characterization measurements the CIP measurement is experimentally more 
convenient. For measurements on created pillars, as will be shown inSection 5.10, the device 
structure imposes the CPP mode. Usually CIP and CPP measurements on the same spin 
valve give different MR curves. Because of the vacuum break of the deposition system, target 
material can be partially oxidized which can change deposition rates and diminish magnetic 
properties. Furthermore, target material can be contaminated, which changes the composition 
and possibly the deposition rate of that target materiaL Moreover, the uncertainty introduced 
by every dektak measurement will create uncertainties in the deposition rates. Therefore it 
can take some iterations before known spin valves show the expected behavior. The spin valve 
used for these system tests consists of: Ta3.5/NisoFe2o4.5/Cu t/CogoFe1Q3.5/IrMn12/Ta3.5, 
the numbers state the thickness of each layer in nm. Because the MR value of the spin valve 
is very dependent on the thickness of the spaeer layer, the thickness t of the Cu layer was 
varied between 3.0 and 2.4 nm. 

The resulting CIP MR-curves are shown in Figure 5.1. With these curves general spin valve 
behavior can be explained. The global view of Figure 5.1 shows two possible magnetic states, 
a high and a low resistance state. In the high resistance state magnetizations are aligned anti
parallel, in the low resistance state parallel. In an exchange biased spin valve there are two 
magnetic layers, a free layer and a fixed layer that is exchange biased to an anti-ferromagnet. 
A normal magnetic metal that is uncoupled to any other layer will be aligned with the direc
tion of the magnetic field for large enough fields. For changing the magnetization direction a 
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Figure 5.1: Magnetoresistance curoes for our calibration spin valve consisting of 

Ta3.5/Ni80 Fe204.5/Cu t/Co90 Fe103.5/IrMnl2/Ta3.5, the Cu thickness, t, is varied. The num
bers indicate the layer thicknesses in nm. The inset shows the rise in MR for decreasing Cu spaeer 

layer thickness. 
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field larger than zero in the new desired direction is needed , called the coercivity field. In the 
MR curves in Figure 5.1 two distinct magnetization switches are present. At a field around 
zero the free layer (NisoFe2o also called permalloy) is switched. At fields around -30 mT the 
exchange biased layer is switched. This immediately shows the effect of exchange biasing. 
The anti ferromagnet induces an extra field on the fixed magnetic layer such that switching 
does not occur around zero field but is shifted, in this case towards -30 mT. The MR curve 
also shows a large difference in coercivity between the fixed and the free layer. On the se ale 
of the MR curve shown in Figure 5.1 the free layer switches in both directions at about the 
samefield close to zero. The fixed layer however switches its magnetization, depending on the 
initial state, at different fields. This difference may be partly due to the fact that different 
ferromagnets are used for fixed and free layer , however, this difference is definitely amplified 
by the exchange biasing of the fixed layer. 

From the inset in Figure 5.1 it is clear that the Cu-thickness has a large influence on the 
measured MR values. Remember from Section 2.1.1 that the GMR effect depends on spin 
dependent scattering. For the CIP geometry the spaeer layer can be viewed as a shunting re
sistance, a resistance that short-circuits the current through the ferromagnetic layers. Hence, 
the amount of current through the magnetic layers, where they can be spin dependently scat
tered, depends on the relative thicknesses of all layers. The thicker the Cu spaeer layer is 
the less amount of time the electrans spend in the magnetic layers, because of the shunting 
by the spaeer layer, and hence the less they are scattered. This decrease in the amount of 
scattering explains the decreasein GMR for an increasing Cu thickness. For thinner Cu layers 
pinholes are regularly formed . These pinholes result in a ferromagnetic coupling between the 
two magnetic layers. In Figure 5.1 a slight ferromagnetic coupling between fixed and free 
layer can be clearly seen for the SV with the thinnest Cu layer in Figure 5.1. However, as 
long as the coupling is not strong enough to destroy separate switching behavior MR values 
should still increase. Therefore calibration of the Cu target is very important. It has to 
be noted here that the MR value might also rise because of the rising number of growths 
performed and hence the removal of the oxidized andjor contaminated part of the target 
materiaL The spin valve with the thickest Cu layer, as shown in Figure 5.1 was grown first 
and some oxidized and/or contaminated material might still be present. The spin valve with 
the thinnest spaeer layer was grown last. This spin valve with a thickness of 2.4 nm of Cu an 
MR value of about 7% is comparable to the value before the system vacuum break and can 
be reproducibly deposited, showing the system is in a steady state. 

5.2 Spin valve characterization 

In this section the properties of the spin valve to be used in our nanopillar structures, 
Ta3. 5 /N iso Fe2o 2 /Ir Mn6 / Co go Fe 10 3. 5/ Cu2. 7/ Co go Fe 10 1. 5 /N iso Fe2o 1 , are investigated further. 
A spin valve with an exchange biased fixed layer is chosen since the exchange biasing provides 
clear separated switching of fixed and free layer . The bottorn layer is pinned as opposed to the 
top layer because this creates the opportunity to investigate two different fixed layer geome
tries within a nanopillar device. By changing the ion beam milling time, figure 4.2 (b)-(c), it 
can be chosen to create a small fixed layer in the form of the pillar with the dimensions of 
the free layer. On the other hand ion milling time can be reduced , leaving the entire fixed 
magnetic layer un-etched in the form of the bottorn contact . An additional anneal step, 10' 
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Figure 5.2: Magnetoresistance curves for Ta capped bottam pinned exchange biassed layer, 

Ta3.5/ Ni80 Fe20 2/ lrMn6/ CogoFeiQ3.5/ Cu2.7 /CogoFeiQ1.5/NisoFezol / Ta3.5, pre- and post-anneal. For 

the post anneal measurement the field range had to be expanded to show all features . 

annealing at 250°C in a magnetic field, is needed to create 6% MR values, Figure 5.2. In 
this anneal step the anti ferromagnet (IrMn) is heated up above its blocking temperature 
while in a magnetic field. For an antiferromagnet above its blocking temperature in zero 
field magnetic order is lost. This heating allows the anti ferromagnetic moments to arrange 
themselves in the energy minimum with respect to the ferromagnet. After cooling below the 
blocking temperature the exchange bias field will be increased because of the optimized cou
pling between antiferromagnet and ferromagnet. The annealing step also increases the (111) 
texture of the IrMn layer which increases the exchange bias field as well. The need for this 
texture explains the use of the permalloy seed layer. Because of the many processing steps 
to be performed on our samples a capping layer that does not oxidize is preferred. The most 
logical choice for our system is Pt and the influence of this cap is investigated. As can be 
seen from Figure 5.3 a Cu thickness of 2.7 nm and a mixed capping layer of Ta 1.5 nm and 
Pt 2 nm give a more than acceptable MR for these kind of spin valves of about 4.5 % befare 
annealing. Note here that the change in the capping layer induces minimal change in MR 
curve and MR percentage, which is why it was chosen to use a combination of the standard 
Ta cap and a Pt cap which does not oxidize and creates some robustness in processing work. 
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Figure 5.3: Magnetoresistance curves for variations on the used spin valve for pillar struc

tures Ta3.5/ NisoFe2o2/ IrMn6/ CogoFelQ3.5/ Cu t/CogoFel01.5/NisoFe2ol/cap. The legend indicated 
the thickness of the Cu layer and the composition of the cap. MR measurements were performed 

befare annealing. 

It is also interesting to note that the type of spin valve used in this project was also used 
for the creation of point contact devices. In point contacts this spin valve has been shown to 
give promissing results , current induced switching and current induced stabie precession of 
the magnet ie moment of the free layer. 

5.3 Optimization e-beam lithography 

As described in Section 4.1.2 a hard mask for ion beam milling is created from FOX, Plow
abie Oxide 12 (Dow Corning) , resist by e-beam lithography. For a well optimized process, 
structures as small as 20 nm can be created (Fruleux-Cornu et al. (2006), Mollard et al. 
(2002)). The e-beam process consists of different steps that can be separately optimized. In 
the first step, Fox resist is spinned on the sample. The thickness of the resist is a function 
of the rotational speed used during spinning, as shown in Figure 5.4. The thinner the resist, 
the higher the resolution of the e-beam lithography can be, within the limits of the system. 
However , the resist has to remain thick enough to sustain the amount of ion beam milling 
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Figure 5.4: Spin coated thickness versus rotational speed, also called a spin curve, for spinning FOX 

resist for 45 s. 

needed to create nano pillars. In this project a 100 nm thick resist layer is used. In the second 
step of e-beam lithography the sample is exposed selectively to the electron beam. For the 
optimization of this process, circular structures of different sizes were exposed with different 
doses of electrous to find an optimum set of parameters. In the last step the exposed e-beam 
resist has to be developed. Different chemieals can be used and development time can be 
optimized. However, since the dots created with standard development had acceptable sizes 
no optimization has been performed and the standard development procedure for this resist 
is always used. 

On the mask set used for optimization of exposure parameters of this lithography step, the 
diameters of the three smallest circular structures were defined as 100, 120 and 160 nm. After 
exposure and development the created structures in Si02 can be visualized using a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), which was described inSection 4.3.1. Figures 5.5 (a)-(c) show 
the created visualized dots for increasing size for that close that was found to give the dosest 
match with the desired size. All three pietmes show dots with a double outer ring. The 
outer ring is believed to be the edge of the dot created in fox resist, outside this ring no 
resist is present, see the schematic representation in Figure 5.6. The inner ring is believed 
to indicate the end of the full thickness of Si02 as it was spin coated. In between the two 
rings a gradient is present between thick and no resist. The lateral sizes measured in Figure 
5.5 are the inner ring of the dots which are always smaller than the dot size on the mask: 
53, 75 and 117 nm. The outer rings however are very close to the size on the mask design, 
108, 127 and 165 nm. The fact that every dot has a thickness gradient will obviously influence 
the ion milling process subsequent to the e-beam lithography. At the edges the resist is not 
sufficiently thick to survive the entire ion beam milling process and hence here the gold buffer 
layer will be partly etched. After ion beam milling the bottorn of the pillarscan be visualized 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.5: Images of the three smallest dots created in Fox resist by e-beam lithogmphy and visualized 

with a scanning electron microscope. Figure (a) was designed to be 100 nm, Figure (b) 120 nm and 

Figure (c) 160 nm. The measured sizes were 108, 127 and 165 nm respectively. 

- FOX resist 

108nm l + TiW I Au topcontact 

Figure 5.6: Schematic representation of a cross section of a dot created in FOX resist by e-beam 

lithogmphy. 

by SEM and the size of the bottorn of the pillar is always larger than the original dot, typically 
50 nm, Figure 5.7. This broadening is believed to be due to the directionality ofthe ion beam 
milling resulting in a conical in stead of cylindrical structure. To increase shape anisotropy in 
nano pillar devices, elliptical and rectangular shaped pillars of different sizes are defined by 
e-beam lithography, using a slightly lower exposure dose. This shape anisotropy is believed 
to increase the magnetic monodomain behavior of the free layer of the nano pillar (Albert 
et al. 2000). 

5.4 Ion mill rate calibration 

In our proposed process flow, Figure 4.5 (b)-(c), creating the pillars by ion beam milling is 
a critical step that requires careful calibration. In order to create the needed, high current 
densities it is vital that small pillar structures are created. The size can be controlled by 
a well defined e-beam step. It is crucial, for the creation of high current densities in the 
magnetic multilayer, that all magnetic material is etched away except for the pillar. On the 
other hand the bottorn contact is not to be etched through because the pillar has to remain 
contactable. The etch depth is critical since ~ 120 nm have to be etched while 50 nm of 
bottorn electrode has to remain. Therefore the etch rates for many of the materials in the 
stack were calibrated. This calibration was performed by growing thick layers of the materials 
to be calibrated, typically 200 nm, and ion milling partly through those layers using optical 
lithography resist as a hard mask. After the milling step the resist is removed and the etch 
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(a) (b) ( c) 

Figure 5. 7: Images, after the ion mill step, of the three smallest dots created in Fox resist by e-beam 

lithography and visualized with a scanning electron microscope. Figure (a) was designed to be 100 nm, 

Figure (b) 120 nm and Figure (c) 160 nm. The measured sizes were 120, 172 and 219 nm respectively. 

depth can be measured using the dektak profilometer. In order to increase the accuracy of the 
calibration for each material three different mill durations were used and measured, as shown 
in Figure 5.8. Note that not all materials included in our spin valve stack were calibrated. 
The calibrated materials provide sufficient information for estimating the milling duration on 
our spin valve since all ion mill rates except for Cu, Ge and Au are in the 16- 20 nm/min 
range. For the creation of our piUars 100 nm of Au and 23 nm of spin valve has to be etched, 
see Section 4.2. Using the ion mill rate of gold, 56 nm/min, and assuming that the spin 
valve on average mills at a rate of 20 nm/min, a minimal milling time of 3 minutesis found. 
The maximum mill time, using the other extremum of the found mill rates, 16 nm/min, is 3 
minutes 20 seconds. To make sure the spin valve is milled through in practise a 3 minutes 
and 20 seconds mill time is taken. 

5.5 Chemica! mechanica! polishing process 

After the ion beam mill step in our proposed process flow, Figure 4.5 ( c), the created pillar 
structure has to be passivated with an insulator, Figure 4.5 (d). In this project Si02 is used 
of which the layer thickness can be chosen to optimize the following chemica! mechanica! 
polishing (CMP) process, Figure 4.5 (e). Remember the many tunable parameters of a CMP 
process from Section 4.1.4. The pressure on the sample can be changed. The speed ofrotation 
of the pad can be set, which tagether with the changeable range of motion of the arm sets 
the internal degree of rotation of the chuck. Furthermore a wide variety of polishing pads are 
available in different roughnesses which are obviously inherent to wear. 

The purpose of the polishing process in this project is to open the top of the nano-pillar 
for contacting. The most logkal step towards achieving this would be to planarize the wafer 
first and polish straight down until the tops of the piUars are freed. As shown by Forsberg & 
Olsson (2002) and in agreement with physical intuition about the CMP process, planarization 
requires a low pressure on a sample which is moved over a hard polishing pad at a high speed. 
However, it turns out that polishing is very size and topography dependent. In this project 
some amount of Si02, depending on the thickness deposited, has to be polished and the pol
ishing has to be stopped within an accuracy of 50 nm. At present no real CMP calibration 
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Figure 5.8: Dektak measurement data of ion milled depths and linear fits. The shown rates in nm/ min 
are calculated from these fits 

data, in the form of x nm of SiOz is polished in y minutes, is present, however it is believed 
that the important parameters for assuring reproducibility have been identified. Therefore , 
once a polishing scheme works for one size of nanopillar, this scheme can be reproduced but 
parameters for the smaller / bigger sized pillar cannot be deduced. 

In our polishing process the lowest possible pressure was always applied. However , using hard 
pads generated inhamogeneaus polished samples from which largepartsof insuiator were torn 
of, for the same reasans the rotation speed had to be brought down. It was concluded that 
our dedicated CMP will only work with the finest possible polishing cloths, hence reducing 
mechanica! farces on the pillar structures. Even with those soft pads it is recommended to 
use adhesion layers to ensure a polishing mechanism as opposed to a mechanism where Si02 

is torn of the entire substrate. To ensure uniformity, care needs to be taken in ensuring that 
the system is tilt-free, the cloth needs to be mounted perfectly fiat on the polishing plate, 
t he sample needs to be mounted on a glass plate avoiding air bubbles in the glue and the 
chuck has to be clean befare the glass plate is mounted. Purthermare the experimenter has 
to take great care in assuring reproducibility by checking rotation speeds, angles of motion 
and pressure on the chuck. 

After a period of trial and error polishing, two thicknesses of insuiator have led to the ere
ation of working devices. The devices of which measurements are shown in Section 5.6.1 
were created by passivating the pillar with a large amount of insuiator (350 nm) and actually 
polishing the wafer very gradually until the top of the pillar is freed (nine and a half minutes), 
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Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the two proposed polishing schemes. The top pictures show 
the proposed polishing mechanism, the bottam row shows the breaking mechanism 

as shown in the top line of Figure 5.9. If timed very carefully this polishing scheme results 
in a reliable contact with reasonable yield. The pillar device discussed in Sectien 5.6.2 was 
created by passivating the pillar with a thin layer of oxide (80 nm), enough to burry the spin 
valve but leaving the top of the pillar free. When polishing is started on this sample the pillar 
will be freed by breaking of the top instead of polishing, schematically shown in the bottorn 
line of Figure 5.9. This latter polishing scheme results in werking devices as well, however, 
with a lower yield. 

After the polishing procedure standard lithography steps are used to finish the device. By a 
first optical lithography step and a wet HF etch a via, a hole in the insulator, towards the 
bottorn contact is created. A second lithography step foliowed by a deposition of a thick layer 
of gold and lift off results in well defined top and bottorn contacts, resulting in devices that 
can be characterized. 

5.6 Electrical characterization 

In this Sectien the electrical characterization of nano pillar devices , which was also intensively 
used during process optimization, will be discussed. If nano pillar devices show a finite 
resistance contact has been made between the pillar and both contacts. For the bottorn 
contact that is to be expected, for the top contact however it indicates that the chemical 
mechanical polishing process worked. The resistance of a measured device should scale with 
the size of the pillar it contains. However, on a processed sample on which a number of 
pillars with different sizes are created, in general only one or two sizes are contactable. This 
makes a pillar resistance versus pillar size comparison difficult. In the following two sections 
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Figure 5.10: Magnetoresistance curve of two jour probe measured pillars, 120 x 240 nm ellipses. 

the first measurements on working nano pillar devices are shown and discussed. To ensure 
the spin valve contained in the pillar is actually being contacted magnetoresistance curves 
were measured. Furthermore current versus resistance measurements have been performed in 
search for spin torque induced switching of the magnetization. 

5.6.1 Magnetoresistance 

Figure 5.10 shows the resistance versus applied magnetic field for two 120 x 240 nm nano
pillars from different positions on a processed sample. Because of our device geometry all 
magnetoresistance measurements on nano pillars are current perpendicular to plane (CPP) 
measurements. All resistance effects are limited to a -150 to 150 mT range in field. As for 
the CIP measurements on the unpatterned spin valve, discussed in Section 5.2, the magneto 
resistance curve shown in Figure 5.10 shows clear separated switching of fixed and free layer. 
However , the patterning of the spin valve and the change in measurement method from CIP 
to CPP induce large changes in the scales of the magneto resistance loop. The MR falls 
from over 6% for the unpatterned spinvalveto 0.1 % for nano pillar devices. Moreover, the 
fields at which the different ferromagnetic layers switch their magnetization have changed. 
For positive fields both fixed and free layer are in the direction of the field resulting in a 
parallel arrangement and a consequently low resistance. When the field is lowered the free 
layer switches in a region between 5 and 13 mT showinga slight anti-ferromagnetic coupling 
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c ) 
Figure 5.11: Schematic representation of the anti ferromagnetic coupZing in a pillar structure as a 
result of the small in plane dimensions of the magnetic layers. 

between fixed and free layer in the nano-pillar. For an uncoupled magnetic layer, switching 
of the magnetization from the plus to the minus x-direction is only expected for a negative 
field larger than the coercivity field. In Figure 5.10 the free layer switches at positive fields 
indicating an antiferromagnetic coupling with the fixed layer. For CIP MR measurements 
on unpatterned films no coupling or a slight Ferromagnetic coupling was seen as explained 
inSection 5.1 and shown in Figure 5.1. If these layers are patterned into structures of small 
lateral dimensions , e.g. pillars, an antiferromagnetic coupling arises because of magneto-static 
coupling as schematically shown in Figure 5.11 . Furthermore for the nano pillar structures 
an annealing step induces no changes in the Magneto resistance loops whereas this annealing 
induced a large MR enhancement for the unpatterned layers, see Section 5.2. The anti 
parallel resistance is 0.1 %higher than the parallel resistance which is a difference of 0.015 n. 
If the field is decreased further the fixed layer is finally switched in the direction of the field 
at -100 mT. When changing the field back towards positive fields the fixed layer switches 
around -46 mT. The difference in switching fields between the two magnetization orientations 
is hence 50 mT for the fixed layer magnetization. This switching behavior is the only feature 
for which the two MR curves actually differ. For the higher resistance pillar the switching of 
the fixed layer is more gradual than for the lower resistance pillar. This difference indicates 
a difference between the pillars, most likely a shape definition defect that leads to a more 
gradual switching. The fact that a magnetoresistance effect is present in our nano pillar 
devices shows that the spin valve is actually contacted. The finite resistance can not be due 
to a short circuit. It is at present unclear why the MR effect is so small, 0.1 %, and why 
annealing is unaffective in increasing the nano pillar MR. 

5.6.2 Current induced switching 

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the MR curve and the R versus I curve for a 100 x 200 nm pil
lar created in the coplanar waveguide contacting scheme. The coplanar waveguide structure 
is different from the four probe structure, that was used in the rest of this project, by the 
contacts. The processing of the pillar structure remains largely the same, albeit there are 
only three contacts to the pillar. Two top contact lines equal to the ground line common 
in high frequency measurements and one bottorn contact equal to a high frequency signal 
line. The shape and thickness of all contacts are optimized to minimize undesired reflections. 
The coplanar waveguide structure allows to measure MR curves with four probes, as before, 
giving an MR-value of 0.12 %, equal toa resistance change of about 0.025 n. The MR curve 
of this small pillar is very comparable to the curves discussed before. However, some distinct 
differences are present. The switching of the fixed layer goes much more gradual and switches 
at the samefield for switches in both directions, opposite to what was found in Section 5.6.1. 
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Figure 5.12: Magnetoresistance curve of the cpw pillar structure of which a current induced switching 

event is shown in 5.13. 

Since this sample was obviously created in a different run one could explain this by variations 
in ion-milling time. The CPW structure is milled 30 s less and possibly in this structure the 
bottorn pinned layer is not milled through entirely, leaving a partly larger magnetic bottorn 
layer. This larger magnetic layer reduces the magnetostatic coupling, however some antiferro
magnetic coupling between fixed and free layer is still present. Because of the larger magnetic 
layer domain formation as a means to switch the fixed layer magnetization would be more 
plausible. 

Figure 5.12 shows different switch fields for the free layer dependent on the switching direc
tion. For fields between -2 and 12 mT the free layer can be in both parallel and antiparallel 
state. Therefore the resistance versus current response in a fixed field of 4 mT of the nano 
pillar is shown in Figure 5.13. This curve shows the influence of polarized current on the 
pillar magnetization state. One cycle runs from - 4 to 4 mA. This curve was calculated from 
an IV measurement via Ohm's law. This explains the gaps in the graph around zero. For 
these points divisions by about zero have to be performed which creates a lot of noise and 
blurs the general behavior. Consistent with the MR measurement, as shown in Figure 5.12, 
the effective change in resistance upon current induced switching at +2.0, - 2.3 mA is 0.023 0 
for this pillar. This switching current in a 100 x 200 nm pillar is equal to a critica! current 
density of 1 x 107 A/ cm2 , this point is shown in Figure 5.14. Compared tootherauthors who 
reported about current induced switching in nano pillar devices this is a possible but low 
current density. Katine et al. (2000) reported switching current to be around 1 x 108 A/cm2 
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Figure 5.13: Current induced switching event found in coplanar waveguide structures designed for RF 

measurements for a pillar of 100x200 nm in size. · 

while Grollier et al. (2001) reported switching current densities as low as 1.2 x 107 Ajcm2 . 

The current direction is reversed to the direction discussed in the modeling, positive current 
is current flowing from the free to the fixed layer ( electrans flowing from the fixed to the 
free layer), which makes a parallel magnetization alignment and the accompanying low resis
tance preferable. Both transitions between the two states of alignment of the nanomagnet 
are abrupt. Switching occurs on a one step-size scale (0.1 mA) which suggests magnetic 
mono-domain behavior of the elliptical pillars. 
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Figure 5.14: Current through a spin transfer torque device versus size of a rectangular pillar with 
aspect ratio 2:1 for different current densities within the range expected to induce magnetization dy
namics. The cross represents the current density of the 100 x 200 nm pillar, which showed current 
induced switching at 2 mA 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and outlook 

6.1 Conclusions 

The primary goal of this project was to create and asses a process flow for the creation of nano 
pillar spin transfer torque oscillators. The process flow was run on the spin valve discussed 
in Section 5.2. Lots of efforts have been done in order to calibrate and optimize (Sections 
5.1-5.5) the steps in the proposed process flow (Section 4.2) resulting in a process that can 
reproducibly create contactable nano pillar devices. These devices have been electrically char
acterized, resulting in magnetoresistance measurements and IR curves. The created devices 
show an MR effect, albeit a very small effect. Furthermore a current induced switching event 
has been measured showing the existence of a spin momenturn transfer in our devices which 
opens perspectives for the desired RF oscillations. Other processes to create nano pillar de
vices have been proposed by other groups. Some proposed to grow pillars inside holes that 
are created in an insuiator (Oezyilmaz et al. 2005). Other groups use the resist in two steps, 
first as a hard mask for ion milling and later in the process flow to lift off the insuiator layer 
(Katine et al. 2000). It should be noted here that only our CMP process can be made com
patible with industrial applications requiring CMOS technology. 

A secondary project objective was to create an understanding, a sort of physical intuition 
for the spin torque effect. In order to gain this understanding macromagnetic rnadeling of 
a nano pillar device was performed using the LLG equation 3.1 to which the Slonczewski 
(1996) spin torque term was added. This equation is rather complicated allowing very little 
intuitive thinking about spin torque. However rnadeling the effect of this torque for differ
ent initial conditions and analyzing the effect on the dynamics can create an intuition for 
the trends while changing important parameters as current or external field. The rnadeling 
showed that in a low external field regime the magnetization can be current induced switched. 
The switching time decreases for increasing current. This low field regime also showed a very 
small current interval where a stable precession of the magnetic moment of the free layer is 
possible. In a higher external field regime it was clearly shown that the magnetization can 
be made to precess in two different regimes. For currents at the low end of the interval in 
which precession is present the precessing magnetization vector is on average directed in the 
plane of the free layer. Accordingly, this mode is often referred to as an in plane precession 
movement. In this regime the frequency decreases with current (red shift). If the current 
is increased the precession changes into an out of plane precession regime. The frequency 
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increases with current (blue shift). It was also shown that the frequency and the phase of 
a nano pillar oscillator can be influenced by a microwave electrical signal superimposed on 
the necessary de current. If the amplitude of the microwave signal fed into the nano pillar 
is large enough, the pillar will, in a certain current interval, loek in frequency and in phase 
to the microwave signal that is sent in. The interval of currents for which this phase locking 
occurs can be enlarged by increasing the amplitude of the microwave signal. 

6.2 Outlook 

The aforementioned locking experiments are very interesting to boost output power of the 
created oscillators. A single oscillator is not believed to create the required output power 
to be applicable in today's electronk circuitry. A group of phase locked oscillators however 
might provide the required power. Connecting oscillators in series electrically leads to phase 
lockingas suggested in our rnadeling and effectively modeled by Grollier, Cros & Fert (2005). 
An alternative locking scheme was proposed by magnetically coupling point contact struc
tures whose free layers are interconnected and that are close enough tagether to feel the spin 
waves of one another. Detailed rnadeling of both locking schemes and knowledge about the 
possible output power boost would be useful information for directing future research towards 
applicable devices. 

Experimentally, samples as they were processed so far, should be checked for the presence of 
spin momenturn transfer oscillatory behavior. Although the present processing scheme works 
for a reasonable amount of devices on a wafer some optimization is still possible. The yield 
could possibly be increased by tweaking the parameters of the CMP process. Especially the 
smaller structures, smaller than 100 nm, which are difficult to contact could benefit from a 
co-optimization of e-beam exposure close and e-beam development to improve the yield. It 
should be checked wether the rather low MR value of processed samples can be increased 
by reforming high temperature steps in the lithography processes. Once the process flow is 
considered reproducible for the desired nano pillar size, some tuning of properties influencing 
the oscillatory behavior could be interesting. Efforts should be clone to boost MR values of 
the processed nano pillars, e.g. by using tunnel junctions in stead of spin valves, which would 
increase power efficiency in an oscillator device. Furthermore, the creation of devices that are 
as small as possible should be addressed. Smaller devices will decrease power consumption of 
the created spin transfer torque oscillators. 
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Chapter 7 

Technology assessment 

Modern wireless communication transceivers, as used in cellular phones, PDA's, satellite and 
radar communication and drive-by-wire, require minimal size, stabie and low phase noise, 
wide tunability combined with a low power consumption and high output powers. The key 
part of these transceivers is the oscillator, the RF frequency generator. Passive resonators 
in use exhibit high quality resonances at low frequencies ( < 30 MHz). However, the quartz 
crystals typically used are macroscopie in scale, in the order of mm's. Low cost integrated 
oscillators that use active components usually have low quality factors. Much research is 
therefore dedicated to miniaturizing and integrating mechanica! oscillators with possible im
plementations at high frequencies at a fraction of the size of a quartz crystal. However, 
transforming electrical signals into mechanica! resonances and back again poses problems. 
Furthermore, good quality factor mechanica! resonators require complicated fabrication steps 
and provide low tunability. Moreover, mechanica! resonators suffer from thermal drift and 
material fatigue, which makes them far from ideal for integration in future technology. In 
conclusion, none of the present day existing RF oscillators combines high quality resonances 
with high level of integration and wideband tunability. 

In this project research was performed on creating nano scale spin transfer torque oscilla
tors. Oscillators that operate on the the spin transfer torque effect (section 2.2), the torque 
exerted by a high de current density on a thin ferromagnetic layer. These torques can current 
induced switch the magnetization or lead to stabie precession modes of the magnetization. 
Current induced switching has been investigated (Katine et al. 2000) for its possible appli
cation in Magnet ie Random Access Memories (MRAM). Recently direct measurements of 
the de current induced stabie precession of magnetic moment have been performed (Tsoi 
et al. 1998, Rippard et al. 2004, Kiselev et al. 2003, Kiselev et al. 2004) and showed tunability 
by applied magnetic field and amplitude of the DC current in a range of 5 - 40 GHz. For 
these oscillations the precession of the magnetic moment is translated to a voltage oscillation 
by the GMR or TMR effect, see Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Quality factors as high as 18000 have 
been observed making the spin transfer torque oscillator (STTO) a natural current-controlled 
RF-oscillator. 

The high quality factors in combination with their high tunability make these STTO's ex
tremely promising for application in integrated RF radios. STTO dimensions would be in 
the 100 nm range, solving the sealing problems experienced by present day oscillators. Fur-
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thermore, STTO's consist of a relatively simple metal multilayer structure that can be made 
compatible with standard Si and III-V technology. A possible bottleneck for integration is the 
low output power. However, oscillators with high MR values in combination with high gain 
RF amplifiers can possibly boost the output power to acceptable levels. Hence this type of 
oscillator has the potential of integrating low cost radio capability into every silicon product 
for the future's society intelligent environment. 
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